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Saturday, June 23. 2007

AFKIM: Instant Messenger for PSP  v3.2.1

Hi all,

Here is a new release of AFKIM (Away From the Keyboard Instant Messenger), the instant messaging application for
PSP written by Danzel !

My contribution to this projet is still MINOR, all credits should remain to Danzel
(see  http://localhost.geek.nz/)

What's new then ? 

- Improve IR keyboard handler, it's now usable everywhere (menus & window) !

Have a look to the file README-irkbd.txt for mapping informations etc ...

The IR keyboard part has been tested using a Targus Universal IR Wireless keyboard.

afkim-v3.2.1-bin-fw15.zip

afkim-v3.2.1-bin-fw3x.zip

afkim-v3.2.1-src.zip

** NOTE ** : Previous versions of AFKIM (v3.1 and earlier) works fine with the Pikey driver (IR keyboard driver from
Fanjita), so if you have Pikey already installed on your PSP, this version is may be useless (more stable ?).

If you want to use AFKIM v3.2.1 and you have Pikey installed you should disable it while launching this version.

This should be my last contribution to this homebrew,

 Enjoy,

         Zx.

** UPDATE ** : If you want, cubiCPixel has designed a new theme for AFKIM, and you can download it here : on qj.net

If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it there :
zx81's forum on dcemu network  or zx81's forum on qj.net

 Posted by zx-81 in Messenger at 19:53

Hey thanks for adding this to your webpage. Great team work from the community I'm loving this.

mad respect,

pce!
    cubiCPixel on Jun 27 2007, 19:32

thanks to you 

Cheers,         Zx
    zx-81 on Jun 27 2007, 20:22

any chance you could make this work with 2.80 firmware?
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    John on Jun 30 2007, 19:21

If you have a 2.8 firmware i suggest you to downgrade to 1.5 and then install curstom firmware 

Zx
    zx-81 on Jun 30 2007, 22:22

Well, i have been using AFKIM on my psp for quite a while. Recently, it came out with IR keyboard and i bought one. Worked
perfectly. My brother then wanted it, so i got him a keyboard. AFKIM works fine on his psp, for the first load. After the psp is
restarted/its exited, it loads a black screen with a mouse cursor in the top right corner! Ive tried everything, the 1.5 version (like what i
use on my psp) the 3.x version (works everytime, but can never connect), and the exact copy from my memory stick, does not work. If
i place my memory stick into his psp and run it, it works perfectly, we tried everything from updating his psp top 3.40 and reformatting
his memory card. Also tried putting his memory card into mine, and it still gets the black screen with the mouse cursor.

Mine is a real 1gb sandisk memory card, while his is a 2GB real sandisk. Could it be the memory cards?

What could the problem possibly be?
    BC on Jul  7 2007, 01:51

Hi BC,

I've no explanation for this issue ... It could be due to your memory card, or a bug in file reading / writting in Afkim, that appears only
with slow or fast memory card ? 

Zx
    zx-81 on Jul  7 2007, 09:32

how do you send a message, luike i can type it but i dont know how to send it
    jared on Jul 17 2007, 08:18

You just have to press the down key on your d-pad,

Zx
    zx-81 on Jul 17 2007, 09:59

magnifique!!! thanks 
    siette on Sep  9 2007, 19:05

thats retarded it could like be the start buton or something lke that lol
    cory on Jan 12 2008, 04:30

how do you add buddies and choose who to send the message to
    nate on Mar  6 2008, 04:07

penis
    hude cock on Jun 11 2008, 21:10

I have a bit of a problem with AFKIM. I'm running 5.00M33-6 and when i go to connect to the servers to create my account for blitbee,
it gets stuck at "Connected, Identifying" It's been like that for the longest. Its not the firmware though. Because i've had the probelm
before on 4.XXM33 versions. Any idea to what could be wrong?
    Deathscreton on Jan 31 2009, 05:40

what is the version you're using ? please try latest one (afkim 3.3.7) 

if you encountered issue you may try another bitlbee server 
http://www.bitlbee.org/main.php/servers.html

You can modify the server name in afkim config file (see README file of v3.3.7 for details)

Zx
    zx-81 on Jan 31 2009, 08:21

help i got ver.5.02 and i want aim on it
    jason on Feb 17 2009, 21:40

what if your little nubbies broken?
there a way you can fix it to where your d-pad controls the letters and like start or somethin sends msg?
    s3kshun8 on Jun 25 2009, 03:27
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buy a new one for 5 bucks :
http://www.dealextreme.com/details.dx/sku.18638

Zx
    zx-81 on Jun 25 2009, 08:21

Damn, This does not work, I try to create an account, It says Resolving. Resolved, Connecting. Connected, Identyfying. Then it just
hangs there, doing nothing.(i've waited for 5 hours, and still nothing)

What gives?

note: my email is also my msn address.
    ReCreate on Jan 24 2010, 21:30
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